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X.

—

Ilhislrations of the Fauna of the St. John Group.

By Or. F. Matthew, M.A.

(Read May 25th, 1882.)

No. 1. — The Paradoxides.

Tlieir History.

Two decades have now elapsed since the discovery of trilobites in the slates near the

city of St. John, New Brunswick, Canada. The preliminary notice of these fossils by the

late Professor C. F. Hartt appeared in the report of the geological survey of New Bruns-

wick (1865) carried on under Prof L. W. Bailey, and descriptions of the species appeared a

little later in Principal Dawson's "Acadian Geology " (1868). Since that time the structure

of the region in which these fossils were found has been worked out by officers of the

Geological Survey of Canada, so that the conditions under which the primordial fauna

existed in Acadia are now better known than when the first explorations were made. The
knowledge of the geological structure of the region, thus acquired, is embodied in various

reports of the Geological Survey, and especially in those of 1870-1 and 18'78-9. and the map
which accompanies the latter report.

From these reports and from the map it will be seen that the strata of the St. John
group fill a number of narrow, trough-like basins, lying between the Bay of Fundy and

the central Carboniferous area of New Brunswick. Of these basins, that on which the city

of St. John is situated is the most important, and it is here also that the life of the

period can be studied to the best advantage. The St. John basin lies diagoii^ally across

the ridges of Huronian rock that are found in the eastern part of St. John county ; and

touches the ridge of Laurentian rocks that divides this county from King's. As might

naturally be expected the coarser sediments found at the base of the St. John group are

largely derived from those older rocks, chiefly the Huronian ; and the line of division

between it (the St. John group) and the Huronian Formation is marked by conglomerates

of mechanical origin which shew no trace of the hardening jn-ocess by which the Huronian

conglorierates and breccias have been so firmly cemented.

The conglomerates of the St. John group are most fully developed in the eastern part

of the St. John basin, und^r 'he lee of the high ranges of Huronian hills which exist in

that direction. In Portland aud the city of St. John, at the western end of the basin

the following section represent,-; the succession of members in this gToup in ascending

order :

—
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Division 0.

" 2.

3.

" 4.

o Bed conglomerate—wanting at that part of tlie basin wlioro tliis

section was mada

b Rod and green sandy slates

a Coarse grey sandstone or quartzite.

b Coarse grey sandy slate (Linguloid shells)

c Fine grey and dark grey slaty shales (Trilobites, ete)

rf Fine black carlmnacoous slaty shales "

o Dark grey slates with thin seams of grey sandstone

b Coarse grey slates and grey flagstones

c Grey sandsionos and coarse slates (Lingtiloid shells)

a Dark grey, I'nely laminated slates

b Black rar1)onacoo'i3 and dark gray slates, less fissile than the last.

Slates and flags resembling 2 a and 2 6 (Linguloid shells)

Black carlxinaceous slato like 3 b (Orthids, Trilobites, etc)

150 V



THE FAUNA OF THE ST. JOHN GUOUP. 89

is mncli affected by slaty cleavage, and the fossils are so much distorted, especially in the

upper part, as to be uarecognizable.

In the beds of Division 2, a return of littoral conditions, and the influx of sand, inter-

fered with the prosperity of the crustacean fauna, and as in the lower sand beds of Divi-

sion 1., linguloid shells become the prevailing fossils. The Paradoxides which I will

describe in this article, are those of the intermediate mud-beds, now converted into a

mass of slaty rock (Division Ic).

Trilobites were first found in this formation by Rev. C. R. Matthew, in 1862, at Cold-

brook, five miles N. E. of St. John, but these specimens were so much distorted by slaty

cleavage as to be barely recognizable as trilobites. Specimens, however, were subsequently

found near St. John, in the same band of slates, but in a much better state of preservation.

Owing to a misapprehension on the part of the late Professor F. C. Hartt as to the locality

from which these fossils came, the species when described by him were accredited to Cold-

brook, whereas they were really found within the limit of the town of Portland, just

northward of St. John.

These collections, with those of the Geological Survey of New Brunswick (1864), sup-

plemented by a collection made by Prof. Ilartt's father, J. W. Hartt, in the following year,

formed the material from which Prof. Hartt described the species i)eculiar to this formation.

A preliminary notice of these fossils was published in Dr. L. W. Bailey's report on the

geological survey of New Brunswick (Fredericton, 1865), and it was shown that they

were equivalent to the primordial fauna of Bohemia ; but the full descriptions of the

sjwcies did not appear at that time. These were given subsequently in ihe new edition

(1868) of the Acadian Geology, by Dr. J. "W. Dawson. The forms described by Prof Hartt

were Canocephalites {Conorori/phe), 14 species ; Agnosias, 2 species ; Microdiscus, 1 spec.es

;

Paradoxides, 1 species ; Lingula, 1 species ; OboleUa, 1 species ; Orlhis, 1 species ; Discina, 1

species ; and (by the late Mr. E. Billings) Eoa/stites, 1 species. Prof. Hartt's engagements

in the United States and his explorations in Brazil, whither he finally transferred himself

after his appointment as director of the Geological Survey of that country, prevented him

from giving any further attention to the geology of this region ; and from the time of the

publication of his species in the Acadian Geology, but little has been added to our knowl-

edge of the fauna of the St. John group.

Collections made from time to time during the progress of the Canadian geological

survey in New Brunswick, were examined by the late Mr. Billings, palieontologist to the

survey, and among these were found fragments of Elliptocephalus and Sallerella, and remains

of two species of Hyolithes. Beside these, there are the supposed plant remains PcdcBophycus,

Eophyton, etc., of the higher divisions of the St. John group, to which I need not refer

further in this connection.

In the spring of 18*77, I made large collections of material from this formation with

the intention of studying its fauna, but these were destroyed in the disastrous fire which

swept over the city of St. John in the summer of that year. I have since renewed these

collections in part, and the following article describes the remains of Parcuhxules found in

the materials collected in these later years.

Conditions under which the fossils are found.

One great obstacle to the study of the organic remains of these ancient rocks is the

Sec. IV., 1882. 12
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universal prevalence of slaty cleavage. This in most cases has distorted and obscured the

fossils of the finer beds of the formation and, indeed, obliterated them entirely in the

greater part of the fine slates. It is only lately that I have been able fairly to appreciate

the Avholesale destruction of organic forms affected through this agency.

During the extensive excavations that were made for the foundations of buildings in

the principal streets of St. John, during the two years after the great fire of 18*77, large

quantities of fine black slate were removed, in which no trace of a fossil could be seen.

But scattered at intervals through some of the bands of this slate there were ha'-d compact

masses of rock which, when broken, were found to be packed with fossils. The spherical

and elliptical masses, which varied in size from about a yard in diameter to nodules of one

inch across, had the appearance of imbedded boulders, but the fossils in them were always

parallel to the stratification, and similar fossils were subsequently found in irregular beds

and lenticular bands of hard rock. In the boulder-like masses there were numerous layers

loaded with organic remains, which extended without diminution in the number of the

fossils to the very edge of the block, where they suddenly disppeared, and not a trace of

them could be found in the adjoining slate rock. The explanation of this curious fact

seemj to be that in the hard lump there was sufficient carbonate of lime to resist the

molecular movement which produced slaty cleavage in the surrounding portion of the

deposit, and thus to preserve the fossils from destruction.

There are three great bands of black slates in the mass of the Saint John group on

which the city is built, but which, owing to their softness, seldom appear at the surface,

and it is highly probable that these bands originally abounded in organic remains. Such

having been the destructive action of slaty cleavage on the Cambrian organisms of this

district, the rarity in the finer sediments of fossib in a good state of preservation can be

better understood. It is necessary to seek over large areas for such, and as a rule they have

been found only near the base of the formation.

Of all the genera of trilobites of the Saint John gi'oup Paradoxides appears to be that

which has suffered most from the distortion due to the movement which produced slaty

cleavage in the clay slates. Their tests were more flexible than those of the other genera,

and their comparatively large size makes it more difficult to obtain specimens which will

show the whole buckler (or even a considerable part of it) in a good state of preservation.

The remains of this genus usually resemble crumpled fragments of grey or brown paper,

laid iiregularly one over the other, without any recognizable shape. When they are not

too much crumpled and have their broadest surface parallel to the cleavage planes of the

clay-slate they can generally be identified ; but the fossils are almost always at an angle with

the cleavage, and are also more or less distorted diagonally to the axial line. Even when
in the best state of preservation in the argillaceous matrix they are flattened by pressure

and the tests cracked and mis-shapen. All these accidents of preservation, excepi, the ver-

tical flattening, have been allowed for in the drawings accompanying this article. In a few

cases specimens have been obtained which have been preserved from distortion by a large

amount of carbonate of lime in the particular part of the layer in which they occurred, and

in these original form of the organism has been more accurately preserved.

The principal fdssiliferous zone of the St. John group contains the exuvioc of many
generations of trilobites, and prolably those of several stages of growth of the same indivi-

dual. Being a repository of the discarded ck hing of many a living trilobite, as well as

I
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the cemetery of countless myriads of adult forms, it is not surprising that the wealth of

fragmentary tests is bewildering ; and when to this is added the variety of appearance given

to the test of each species by the forces which produced cleavage in the slates, the profusion

of shapes is exceedingly perplexing, and embarrasses the observer in his attempt tt reduce

this chaos to order.

Owing to the looseness with which they are organized, as compared to the other trilo-

bitos, and the number of fragments required to complete the skeleton, the Paradoxides are

not the least puzzling. In only three instances has the writer met with a complete trilobite,

and none of these are of the genus now under consideration. Therefore the description of

the species will be confined to the part of the test enclosed within the facial sutures.

Inter-relationship of theforms.

One feature in the aspect of the Acadian species of Paradoxides, thus far discovered,

which immediately arrests the attention is the invariable presence of long eyelobes, set far

back on the head. In all the species these lobes extend at least as far back as the occipital

furrow, and generally to the occipital ring, and in a few cases seem to be on a line with

the back of the ring. In this respect the St. John Paradoxides have a fades differing from

any others on this continent with which the vmter is acquainted.

In the Braintree, (Mass.) species (P. Harlani, Green) as represented in Dana's Manual of

Geology, the eyelobe is short, not extending as far back as the first glabellar furrow ; and

in the Newfoundland species, described by the late Mr E. Billings, the base of the eyelobes

is on a line with the first glabellar furrow. Through the kindness of Mons. J. Barrande,

however, the writer has been directed to the figures and descriptions of Bohemian trilobites

from which it appears that forms with continuous eyelobes are not unknown in Europe.

In his Silurian System Barrande figures a species, P. rugulosus, Corda, which closely

resembles one of those I am about to describe, but differs in the shorter posterior margin

and in the form of the pygidium from any of the species found at St. John. Mons. Barrande

has also kindly sent to the writer a sketch of a Scandinavian species, of larger size, which

possesses a continuous eyelobe. This form differs from ours not only in the shape of the

eyelobe ^.nd in other respects, but the peculiar pygidium is very unlike any that are found

at St. John. Dr. Henry Hicks, to whom I have submitted, tracings of our species, does not

recognize any as known to him in the English Cambrian rocks, and I am therefore led to

suppose that all the St. John species are new.

Though having in common this peculiarity of a continuous eyelobe, there is much
diversity of form in other respects. The glabella varies in outline and height, and in the

direction and deepness of the furrows, the anterior margin in length and flexure, the

eyelobe in curve and elevation, the posterior margin in width and direction. Some of

these differences may be due to age, or to distortion and pressure, but mere variation from

mechanical causes will not account for all the forms of the glabella, &c., observed in the

St. John Paradoxides. When, also, the surface markings of the tests and the variety of

hypostomes, pygidia and moveable cheeks is considered, it is clear that the St. John beds

contain a number of species of this genus of trilobites. "With the imperfect material at

command, however, the writer is not prepared to describe more than two species, besides

that already described by the late Prof. 0. F. Hartt, as P. lamellatus. Among the glabellae,
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Sec, ohworvod, thoro aro probfibly othor spocnoH and ixmsibly somo of the forms whicrh th«

writer hiiH iiu-lwdod as Hub-Np<H'ios, or varieties of the sp<»ci('s first dt'scribt'd in tho following

pajres, will heroaftor, when the parts are better known, be found to be well defined species.

Desiripliim of the Species.

The preceding remarks will serve as a general guide to the relationship of the species;

and is introductory to the following more detailed descriptions. At the risk of including

some features that may be accidental, full descriptions of the form and aspect of the several

parts of the head in the species examined, have been given. The descriptions have been

arranged in a fixed order for convenience in comparing the parts of one species with those

of another.

In these pages I have described only the parts of the cephalic shield, between the facial

sutures, reserving for another occasion a description of the movable cheeks, pygidia, hypos-

tomes, and other parts, of which at present the majority cannot with certainty be referred

to the 8i)ecies hereafter described.

Pakadoxides eteminicus. (Figs. 1-12)

The anterior margin is arched around the front of the glabella and thence to the extre-

mity is straight. The summit of the fold is flat and divided from the glabella and the flat

area of the margin by an abruptly descending slope ; the marginal fold is twice as wide at

its extremity as it is in front of the glabella. The flat area is about twice as long in front

as at the suture. The sinus at the suture is broad and open.

The glabella is about one-sixth longer than wide ; it is narrowed toward the base, but

in front expands and rises into a rounded dome, upon which the third and fourth furrows

are sometimes only faintly impressed.

Glabellar furrows.—The first two are strongly impressed and cross the glabella : the first

furrow ic; arched backward in the middle and is most deeply in. essed in the outer third,

especially at the extremity. The second furrow as a whole is parallel to the transverse

axis of the shield ; its outer third is convex forward, is deeply and sharply impressed and

is arched backward to an impressed iwint on the glabella ; the middle third is more broadly

marked and is convex backward ; the convexity of the outer third is directed forward. The

third and fourth furrows are faint and are in pairs ; the third furrow is moderately arched

with the convexity forward ; it extends nearly one-third across the glabella, and is directed

forward at an angle of about twenty degrees. The fourth furrow is parallel to the third,

and extends about one-quarter across ; in the adult it is about half way from the front of

the dome.* Neither of these two furrows reach the outer margin of the glabella.

The occijiital ring is roughly rectangular in outline ; it is high behind and slopes gra-

dually to the occipital furrow ; the posterior edge is straight for half its length, and inclines

sharply forward ; at the extremities it is moderately arched vertically. The occipital furrow

* I Imve UHOil tlii.s term as a oonvonient one to <lpsignate tlio .arjior anterior part of tho (tlabella of Paradoxides

included Ixitween its front and tlie him'oiuI furrow.
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I

is deeply impressed in the outer quarter of its lenpfth ; the middle half is more liffhtly

impressed, and is convex forward. •

The posterior margin is arched vertically in the middle, and also arched backward in

the outer half. The marginal fold is narrow, is flattened and widens a little in the outer

half, and sloiws gradually to the posterior furrow. The furrow is about three times as wide

as the fold, is broadly rounded in the bottom, and depressed at both ends, especially the

outer.

The fixed cheek is broad, particularly in the posterior third, and a slight depression runs

lengthwise across it ; the poHterior end is elevated next the glabella and the bounding fur-

rows of the cheek are shallow, but distinctly defined. The ocular lobe has a full parabolic

curve of which the chord is more than twice as long as the height of the curve ; thi* posterior

end is elevated into a tubercle-like lobe which overhangs the posterior marginal furrow.

Sculpture.—The anterior marginal fold is traversed by very fine parallel raised lines,

which at intervals anastomose, or die out on the surface of the test. There is a good deal of

variation in the number and fineness of these lines, which are more widely set on the inner

two-thirds than on the outer edge of the marginal fold ; there are from eight to twelve of

these lines toward the outer end of the fold ; in some cases there are about four widely set

lines on the inner three-fifths, and about six closely set lines on the outer two-fifths of the

marginal fold. The front halfof the dome of the glabella is ornamented with irregularly paral-

lel, occasionally forking, concentric, raised lines, similar to those of the anterior margii'al

fold, but more distinct ; these lines are most widely set on the front slope of the dome where
there are about 4 or 4J in the space of one millimetre. There is a baud of small tubercles

extending along the axial line of the shield from the posterior edge of the occipital ring to

the dome of the glabella ; these tubercles are most distinct on the occipital ring and can

scarcely be resolved by the eye along the rest of the band, but are clearly discerned with a

moderate magnifier. A similar band of smaller tubercles extends along the posterior furrow

and passes thence into the inter-ocular furrow, along which it extends as far as the anterior

end of the ocular lobe. The rest of the shield is covered with minute granulations, visible

with a lens of one inch focus, which blend with the bands of tubercles above described.

Dimensions.—The largest shield observed was about an inch and quarter long and an

inch and a half wide.

Localiti/.—This species is of frequent occurrence in the slates of Division In. in Portland,

and has also been found at lladdiffe's stream, Simonds, St. John county.

Name.—Derived from that of a tribe of Acadian aborigines—the Etchemins.

Gnrwth ami development of tlie Ytmnff,

Five or six stages in the growth of this species were observed, in which a very consi-

derable change takes place from the young to the adult form. In order to make these

changes during growth more clearly appreciable, the writer has appended a table of mea-

surement of several heads obtained near St. John, and has noted in the margin the amount

and direction of the distoiaon of the test, to explain some anomalous measurements which

appear in the table. The following marks are used : "o," indicates that the natural form

has been preserved ;
" +," indicates that the specimen has been flattened, but not distorted

laterally ; "— " indicates that the specimen has been contracted transverse to the direction
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of the dash ;
" -». " indicates the direction (towards the head of the dogger) in which the

test has been pushed by pressure. The specimen is supposed to be viewed with the

anterior end upward. The figures in the columns of the table are proportional measure-

roeuts, based on the length of the shield. >-. t V

MEASUREMENTS OF CEPHALIC BHIELDa

SUcea

of

Growth.

4.6 milllmotroB

10.2

21.8 "

22.4 "

24.4 "

26.2 "

30.1 "

Sutnre.

60

44

'47

46

'41

'46

'43

Axikl Lin*.

II

aubolto.

14

13

13

13

11

12

•16

II

Truiirene Dinmeter.

Bual. Middle.

1| P

•38
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the yonug of P. etemininus, but disapptmra in tho adult, in a iMrmanent feature of some adults

of P. acadicus (boo page 108), uuothor siMjcieH occurring at St. John.

Posterior margin.—Tho furrow and fold are distinct, but exceedingly narrow, and

notwithstanding the narrowncHH of the glabella and occipital ring the posterior margin is

shorter in proportion to that ^rartion of the shiold (tho glabella, etc.) than it is in tho adult

;

the posterior margin was therefore in all resiwcts less co :ipletely develoiwd than in tho

adult. The increase in the width, etc., of tho (losterior border in P. eleminicus is parallel to

the change which occurs in Olenellut umphoitles Emmons (sp.) as described by S. "W. Ford, of

Troy, N.Y., in tho Am. Jour. Sei., April, 1877- The embryonic forms of that species also

exhibit a widening and strengthening of the |x)sterior margin of tho shield.

The fixed cheek, on the contrary, at thin early stage was of greater comparative size than

in the later moults. Tho anterior end of the ocular lobe in place of being directed toward

tho summit of tho dome of tho glabella, as it is later in life, points more towards the anterior

margin of the glabella. In very early stages of the organism the fixed cheek was of more

importance relatively than other parts which become more prominent at a later period in

the life of the trilobite. The relative importance of the cheek and glabella at successiv^o

stages is strikingly exemplified in the young of Conocoryphe Matthewi of the St. John group,

and may also bo traced in the embryonic forms of Olenellus maphoides, cited above.

The extreme narrowness of the glabella in this young individual of P. eteminurm, as

well as its wide occipital ring and large fixed cheek, are parallelled by similar features in

var. vKtlieUus, described hereafter, which apiwars to have retained these juvenile features

in its later stages of growth.

10.2 Millimetres (Fig. 11). At this stage an advance is made in some points toward

the aspect of the ailult form.

Anterior margin.—The marginal fold is about twice as wide at the ends as in the middle.

The flat area still connects in front of the glabella, but is proportionately narrower than

in the 4.5 millimetre size, being about equal in width to the marginal folds.

Glabella.
—^There is little change in the position of the furrows, but there is a decided

enlargement of the dome.

Occipital ring.—^The outlines remain, as in tne smaller individual, and the spine about

one-third from the back of the ring is distinct and directed backward.

Posterior margin is somewhat wider and longer in proportion to the occipital ring and

the eyelobe than in the 4.5 mm. size. The ocular measurement is six-thirteenths of the

three measurements of the facial sutures (See table).

Sculpture.—The raised parallel lines on the glabella are very distinct, but only a few

could be traced on the anterior marginal fold ; tho cheeks are distinctly granulated, and a

band of tubercles extends from the back of the occipital ring, along the axial line to the

dome of the glabella.

21.8 Millimetres (near the size of Fig. 9).—At this stage there is a decided approach

to the mature form in several features.

Anterior margin.—The fold as in the last, but the flat area in front of the glabella is

scarcely one-half of the width of the fold.

Glabella.—There is little change except that it is wider at the base. The fourth furrow
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is now in its normal position, on a line with the front of the ocular lobe, and about half-way

from the front of the dome, as in the full grown trilobite.

Occipital ring.—Here there is a decided change in the narrowing of the ring and the

straightening of its posterior margin. This part does not hereafter project behind the

rest of the shield, as in the earlier stages. The occipital spine recognized in the younger

individual has not been detected in this, and the maturer tests of the typical form of

P. eteminicvs.

Posterior margin.—This is much wider and stronger than before, the gain being chiefly

in the width of the the furrow.

Sculpture.—The band of minute tubercles, which in the 10.2 mm. size can hardly be dis

• cerned with a glass, at this stage becomes quite distinct ; and also the extension of it which

passes along the posterior furrow. The tubercles on the axial line are also now visible to the

unassisted eye. The granulations on the surface of the test are nov/ everywhere distinctly

seen, as are also the raised lines on the front of the dome and toward the end of the

anterior marginal fold on its inner and outer marf.'ins.

26.2 MiLUMETRES, (Fig. 8).—At this stage the cephalic shield exhibits other features of

maturity, such as the thickening of the test, strengthening of the posterior margin, &c.

liemains of the trilobite of this and the succeeding stage are much more common than

those of younger individuals.

Anterior margin.—The marginal fold becomes a little wider in front, and at the ends

decidely, but not greatly wider than in the 21.8 mm. size; there is also an increase in the

width of the ilat area of the anterior margin, so that the whole margin gains in width of

Butixral measurement at the expense of the ocular lobe.

Glabella.—It is in tiiis part of the shield that the most decided change now occurs.

There is an increase in all directions, but especially in the dome which expands laterally

and increases also in length, so that it begins to push out the Jront of the anterior margin,

with the Ibid of which it is now in contact.

Occipital ring.—This section of the shield is proportionately longer than in the younger

stages of growth.

The posterior margin does not change much in width, but is much shorter in propor-

tion to the occipital ring.

The fixed cheek is proportionately shorter, the arch of the eyelobe fuller than in the

earlier stages.

Sculpture.—This does not diifer materially from that of the form last described.

30.1 Mn.UAiETRES (Fig. t.)—This is the largest, well-preserved head which has been

obtained, and shows a continiied enlargement of the glabella. It presents some diflerencs

from the younger stages which may be varietal or due to pressure and distortion.

The anterior margin is proportionately somewhat smaller than in the 26.2 mm. size.

Glabella.—The dome is larger, both longitudinally and transvertoly, and the fourth

furrow is more than half-way from the front of the dome.

The posterior margin is somewhat longer and considerably wider than in the last, and

the7?.ierf cheek has gained in length and width.

The sculpture is the same as that given in the description on a previous page of the

species P. eteminicus.

i
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I have described thus fully the j^'adual change in the cephalic shield of P. efeminicus

during its growth, because of the interest that attaches to any feature of structure bearing

on the origin and development of species, especially of sxxch remote antiquity.

In the changing form of the glabella and other parts of the buckler, there are

features which remind one of the changes observed by Barrande, in the growth and

development of San hirsiita, a trilobite of Bohemia. To the earliest stages of that species

the Acadian beds have as yet furnished no parallel. But of that wherein the central lobe of

the cephalic shield begins to be segmented, there is an indication in the earliest known
form of P. eleniinkus in the preponderance of the occii)ital ring, which projects behind *^e

posterior margin, has a thin and leaf-iike aspect behind, and possesses much greater com-

parative width than at the later stages of growith. The weakness of the posterior margin,

also, in the early stages of our species, indicates its immaturity and recent appearaacc.

The gradual development of the anterior end of the glabella in Sao, finds its counterpart

in P. etemimms in the retreat of the furrows from the front of the glabella during growth,

and the gradual absorption of the flat area of the anterior margin. But in the enlargement

of the front, or dome in P. eteminicus, a characteristic feature of the genus Paradoxides

becomes prominent, which is not to be looked for in Sao, and which does not appear in the

figures of (S. hirsula.

It is not impossible that there may also be some meaning in the gradual retreat of the

eyelobe from the posterior margin by the widening of this part, and by the less rapid growth

of this lobe than of other parts as the animal continued to increase in size. This, it appears

to the writer, may be taken to indicate that the forms with continuous eye-lobes are a more

primitive type than the Paradoxides with contractea eyes. Looked at from this point of

view the var. quamensis (described hereafter) is the most advanced type of the genus yet

found in the St. John basin.

Varieties oe Sub-Species of V. eteminicus.

The form of trilobite described in the preceding pages is the central one of a number

showing various points of diversity, but possessing in common one distinguishing character

which sejiarates them from the two sixcceeding species, viz : fine concentric raised lines on
the front o'' the glabella. These points of diversity are in some cases probably of specific

value but, for the present and till fuller knowledgt; is obtained, it seems desirable to keei>

together under one specific head the various forms having the raised Hues on the glabella.

The forms thus characterized, omitting the central type already described, may be dealt with

in succession, beginning wnth those that have the shortest axial diameter.

Var. SuRicoiDEf! (Figs 4-6).

This variety is not so common as P. efemiiiinis, but appears to hnvo attained a larger

size. It differs from that form in the following respects :

—

Glabella.—The length and breadth are nearly equal. The dome of the glabella is larger,

higher and oblatoly orbicular. The glabellar furrows are more heavily impressed : the fourth

furrow is three-fifths (the length of the dome) from the front of the dome.

The occipital ring is rounded along the posterior margin in a more regular curve than

Soc. IV., 1882. 13
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that of P. etemenicus ; it is also more strongly arched along the middle ; is lenticular rather

than rectangular in outline, and the spine is more prominent.

Sculpture.—The general surface of the shield is smooth, even when viewed \/ith a lens

of one inch focus. But there are two bands of small tubercules, as in P. eteminicus, which

seem more distinct in the variety, owing to the smoothness of the shield elsewhere.

1 append measurement's of a few heads to show the peculiarity of form, etc. The table

is in all inspects the counterpart of that on ia previous pageshowing the stages -"^ growth

of P. eteminicus.

MEASUREMENT OF CEPHALIC SHIELDS.

Stages

of

Growth.

6-4 millimetres.

13-5

19-9 "

35-3

37-1

Suture.

38 :-2'±

Axial Line.

IS

Glabella.

S3
i

45

•52

55

55

•59

5 a

la

Transverae Diameterp

Basal.

So
aa

O

Middle.

40

45

45

•40

•47

•45

43

•45

40

•38

•45

•52

•50

•46

•53

Anterior.

^a

35

29

?^32

23

23

65

65

70

•69

•74

Distortion.

+
I- slight

t

I

s

:i

Growth and Development of the Young.

Although this variety has not been found of so small a size as P. eteminicus, those

observed show a similar development of the test during growth.

6.4 Millimetres (Fig. 6).—At this stage there are marked differences from the adult

form.

Anterior margin.—The marginal fold is slightly wider at the ends than in the middle,

and the flat area goes around the front of the glabella, where it is as wide as the mar-

ginal fold.

Glabella.—The dome is more prominent than in P. eteminicus of similar age ; and the

fourth furrow is behind the line of the eyelobe, and already nearly half way from the front

of the dome.

The occipital ring is very wide in the middle, with an elevated central half, as in the

young of P. eteminicus, but the spine is set further back on the ring. The posterior margin

is narrow and weak when compared with the adult form.

Fixed clieek.
—^The cord of the eye-lobe is four-sevenths of the sum of the measurements

of the facial suture.

Sculpture.—Parallel raised lines are distinctly seen on the anterior marginal fold and

on the dome of the glabella.

13.5 M1LLIMETRE8.—In this there are decided changes from the earlier moult, all in the

direction of the adult form.
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Anterior margin.—^The marginal fold is a half wider at the ends than in front of the

glabella. The flat area still connects in front of the glabella, but has been reduced in width

to one half of the breadth of the corresponding part of the marginal fold.

Glabella.—There is a marked increase in the size of the dome, and the fourth furrow is

at its normal position in the adult, viz., on a line with the front of the ocular lobe. The
fourth furrow is now also more than half way from the front of the dome.

Occipital Ring.—The elevated lobe has disappeared from the middle of the ring, and
in place of the width being more than a third of the length it is now less.

Sculpture.—So far as it is preserved does not diifer fromHhe 6.4 mm. size.

19.9 Millimetres (Fig. 5).—At this stage of growth the furrows become heavier and

the front of the glabella somewhat conical. ;
;

Anterior margin.—The limbs of the flat area are now separated and the marginal fold

meets the front of the glabella.

Glabella.—^The dome is larger proportionately in both diameters than in the last des-

cribed stage, but the position of the fourth furrow remains unchanged. The occipital ring

becomes more tumid and increases in length.

The posterior margin also gains in width and length.

The sculpture is that of the mature form.

35.3 Millimetres—The gap between this size and the last gives room for considerable

change of form.

Anterior margin.—The fold is now more than twice as wide as the extremity as in front of

the glabella. The glabella gains a little in volume, and the fourth furrow is now three-fifths

from the front of the dome. The posterior margin continues to gain in width. The fixed

cheek is narrow and the ocular lobe shorter.

Sl.l Millimetres (Fig. 4).—In this, the largest individual of this variety obtained,

which was sulRciently well preserved for comparison, but little change from the last form

is observable, if the affects of pressure be allowed for. The continued diminution of the

ocular lobe is however, a decided feature, and there is also a slight enlargement of the

dome.

It will be observed that the development of this variety does not proceed pari passu

with that of P. eteminicus.

Locality.—Portland, near St. John, in Division 1 c. Has not been collected elsewhere.

Name.—In allusion to the Sovxriquois tribe of Acadian aborigines.

Var. Breviatus.

This form is a common one, and like the last differs from the type in its shorter glabella,

and in having a wider and more elevated dome. The length of the buckler is about

equal to the transverse measurement of the fixed cheek and the glabella at the first furrow.

Anterior margin.—The extremities of the marginal fold are proportionately narrower

and more convex than in the two preceding forms.

Glabella.—The length from the first furrow is equal to the width, and this furrow is

heavily impressed all across. The fourth furrow is more than three-fifths from the front of

the dome.

mwH
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Sculpture.—This difFors from the last and from P. eteminkus in several respects. The

band of tubercules on the axial line is not conspicuous, because the whole surface of the

glabella is more or less granulated, and these granulations merge gradually into the raised

lilies that decorate the front of the glabella. In this variety, too, the raised lines, while they

are heavier along the front of the glabella than in the two last, do not show conspicuously

toward the top of the dome, and often are quite absent from the upper half Another point

of difference from var. surkvides is the distinct granulations of the whole of the fixed cheek,

etc., and these granulations differ from those of P. eteminims in being coarser and thus

resemble the markings on the surface of P. umdicus of the St. John beds.

The following are measurements of the heads of this variety :

—

MEASUKEJIENTS OF THE CEPHALIC SfHELD.

SUges

of

Growth.
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Glabella.—The fourth fuTrow is at this stage somewhat less than three-fifths from the

front of the dome.

The occipital ring is proportionately much narrower than in 10.9 mm. stage of this

variety, the width being less than one-third of the length.

The jtosterior viargin at this stage is about twice as wide proportionately as in the

preceding.

The length of the ocular lobe on the contrary, is reduced.

Sculpture.—At this stage the concentric raised lines disappear from the higher part of

the dome, but are still distinct for about half of the distance up its slope. In other respects

the sculpture corresponds with that of the earlier stages.

23.'7 Millimetres.— Glabella.— The fourth furrow is somewhat more than three-

fifths {D from the front of the dome.

Ovcij/ital ring.—The width is scarcely more than a quarter of the length.

Fired cheek.—The ocular lobe is somewhat smaller than in the last described stage.

The development of the glabella in this form appears to take place more rapidly than

in either of the preceding (eteminicus and mricoides). Even the smallest has a fully rounded

and raised dome, and ut so early a stage as 15.4 mm. ; the fourth furrow is found to be about

three-fifths from the front of the dome.

Locality.—Found at Portland, N.B., in Division 1 c with the two preceding forms.

Var. Malicitus ( Fig. 13 ).

This form presents some marked differences from P. eteminicus.

The occipital ring is very wide, being nearly half as wide as it is long. It is about one-

fifth f the length of the cephalic shield.

Fixed cheek, is very wide and strongly arched upward at the outer side, a shallow

depression crosses it haigthwise, and it is strongly deflected downward in front and behind.

This is the only well-grown individual found in the St. John Cambrian rocks in which

the width of the fixed cheek exceeds that of the glabella. The eyelobe is very long and

iwominently elevated at the posterior end ; it is a iifth longe c than that of P. eteminicus—of

a corresponding size.

Sculpture.—The surface is not sufficiently well preserved to show the markings, except

a part of the concentric raised lines around the front of the glabella, and these appear to be

similar to those of the three forms already described.

The anterior margin is deficient in this specimen, but supposing it to resemble that of

P. eleninicus, the following measurement will represent the cephalic shield :

—

,4

'i'
j

I

Length.
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Name.—In reference to the Malicites, a tribe of Acadian aborigines.

Var. QcTACOENSis (Fig. 14 and 14o). *
,

'

This diflfers from P. eteminicus in several respects. ^

Anterior margin.—The fold is only one-half wider at the extremity than in front of the

glabella.

The glabella is broader than that of P. eteminims, and the fourth furrow is three-fifths

from the front of the dome.

Fixed cheek.—The ocular lobe is proportionately shorter than in any of the preceding

forms.
Sculpture.—The anterior margin has finer and more waA'ing raised lines, which at the

end of the fold are about 15 in number. The raised lines on the glabella are more irregular

in their course and are not so prominent as in the preceding forms ; there are about 5J or 6

raised lines in the space of a millimetre, and they do not extend to the base of the dome,

for around the base, for a width of from 2 to 3J millimetres, these raised lines are absent.

The largest tubercules on the test are along the posterior margin of the occipital ring ; the

space immediately around the occipital spine has very small tubercules, whereas in P.

eteminims the largest tubercules are on the corresponding space The cheek is granulated and

the central part is crossed by a number of low, Hat, reticulating ridges that radiate from

the glabella toward the occipital lobe.

MEASUREMENT OF CEPHALIC SHIELDS.

Length.
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of one inch focus, the rest of the surface of the test, which appears smooth lO the eye, is

seen to be covered with very minute granulations.

The following measurement will give a more complete idea of the form of this head :

Length'

41 millimetres. •11

Suture.

45

Si

•22 -17

Axial Diameter.

1-

Glabella.

1^1.11

'?-12

£>3

?'09 12 •02

a «
5a

03

Transrerra Diameters.

Basal. Middle.

•s *> * «

ga|» Sg

22 27 -36

Anterior.

•50 -22 09

Distortion.

\ / /

Locality—Found at Portland in Division X c.

The numerous raised lines on the anterior margin of this variety, as weli as the sharp

sinus in the anterior part of the muture, seem to associate this hetid with a moveable cheek

similarly characterized, and the pygidium found with this form differs from the ovate

pygidium of common occurrence, which is to be associated with P. eteminurus. It is probable

that when better known pontificalis will be found to be a distinct species.

As a further aid to the discrimination of these closely allied forms, and to show their

distinctness, the following table, based on the relativa proportions of the adult forms, will

be of service :

—

Kamc.
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to a point somewhat in advance of the fourth fnrrow, whence it is regnlarly rounded to

the front.

The glabellar furrows are all heavily cut. The first two cross the axis of the glabella

;

of these the first is arched decidedly backward, and is somewhat more heavily impressed

in the outer, than in the middle third. The second furrow strongly indents the glabella par-

allel to the transverse axis ; it is more lightly impressed in the middle quarter than else-

where. The two anterioi furrows are in pairs. The third fails to cross the glabella by

less than a third of the glabella's width ; it begins within the margin of the glabella and

is directed forward at an angle of about fifteen degrees. The fourth furrow begins on the

edge of the glabella, and scarcely extends one quarter of the way across it.

The occipital ring is more than twice as long as wide ; it is regularly convex and

moderately arched vertically ; a little behind the middle of the ring is a short tuberculous

spine. In some of the largest heads the middle half of the ring is raised into a broad,

rather flat lobe whi<:h bears the spine. The occipital furrow is more strongly impressed

in the outer quarter than in the middle.

The posterior margin is moderately arched backward ; the fold is regularly convex and

moderately arched vertically. The furrow is scarcely as wide as the fold, and is rounded

in the bottom.

The fixed cheek is subtrapezoidal in form, is convex and has an elevation at the pos-

terior inner angle ; it is strongly depressed in front, and the bounding furrows are distinct-

The ocular lobe makes an open parabolic curve, and is prominently raised all round, but

especially at the extremities. The curve of the posterior third of the ocular lobe in this

species is more open than in that of the preceding species or its varieties.

Sculpture.—Parallel raised lines appear only on the front half of the marginal fold,

where there are about five. Elsewhere the surface of the test is covered with closely set

granulations visible to the naked eye.

This neat little species is easily distinguished from all the preceding by its granulated

surface, and by the absence of raised lines on the front of the glabella.

Locality, Portland, N.B., in Division 1 c, and young at Hanford Brook, St. Martin's.

Grototh and Deveiopment of the Young.

Owing to the want of a well preserved test, exhibiting the early stages of this species,

its growth and development cannot be so well shown as that of P. eteminicus and its allies.

Nevertheless, there is sufficient to show similar changes of form, as may be gathered from

the following table :

—
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MEASUREMENT OF CEPHALIC SHIELD.

Length.
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anterior lobo of the glabella." The writer has met with a form which apiH'ars to bo a variety

of the species with vertical interrupted plates on the front of thj glabella.
•

Var. LoRiCATUS (Fig. 19)

The anterior margin is arched moderately around the front of the glabi^lla. The

marginal fold is almost twice as wide at the extremity as in front of the glabella. The

fl?t area is small and short.

The glabella is broad and elevated in front. The anterior sloj^e of the dome is

ornamented with about four row* of elevated ridges or idates, of unequal length

I.
rally ; those of the three outer rows are generally longer than those of the ijiuer

row, some of which are so short as to resemble tubercules rather than plates;

the length of the plates in the outer row is about equal to the width of the ilat area

of the anterior margin. Within the rows of plates the dome of the glabella is

decorated with rows of tubercles parallel to the rows of plates. The elevated

ridges are hollow, and consist of an upward folding of the substance of the test, there

being a cavity on the inside of the test corresponding to the ridge on the outside.

Sculpture.—The anterior marginal fold has a few raised, longitudinal lines near the

extremity, and the whole surface of the test is covered with minute granulations which

are just discernil)le with a lens of 1 in. focus.

LocaUty, Portland, N. B. In Division 1 c.

Size.—The fronts of two cephalic shield were found : of these the larger indicated a

buckler about half an inch long.

Conclusions.

Though it has not been possible to exhibit a complete series showing the stages of

growth of any of the trilobites of the St. John group, a sufficiency has been obtained to

show that the growth and development of the young of different species led upward from

embryonic forms similar in certain general features to those of Sao hirsuta and Olenellus

{Elliptocephalus) maplioides These features of advancement toward maturity in the St. John

Paradoxides may be briefly expressed as follows :

—

1. "Widening of the extremities of the anterior marginal fold, and absorption of the

central part of the flat area.

2. Enlargement of glabella in all directions and retreat of the fourth furrow from

the front of the glabella.

3. Transverse lengthening and axial condensation of the occipital ring.

4. Enlargement and strengthening of the posterior margin.

5. Longitudinal contraction of the eyelobe.

Of these modifications of the cephalic shield perhaps the changes in the glabella were

of the greatest moment. The way in which the enlargement of this portion of the shield

took place at the different moults is perhaps indicated by the peculiarities of two of the

forms.

In variety or sub-species, quacoensis, there is a band around the base of the dome of the

glabella from which the raised concentric lines are entirely absent, and the smoothness of

the surface is affected only by minute granulations. This smooth band, it may be supposed,

is a late addition to the glabella ; it is considerably wider (3J mm.) at the insertion of the
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eyolobe than in front of tho glabt^lla (2 mm.) bo that, if tho addition to tho glu)>ulla won modo

in tho way Nupix>Hed, whilo tho vortical height of tho glabella watt iucrtiaiitid in all parts,

tho groatest gain would havo been in the middle.

In P. famellntus, TIartt, var. loricatus, tho vortical plates o«'cur at regular intervals along

tho slope of the dome of tho glabella oh though they marked regular stages of growth : and

tho raised lines on tho slo^io of tho dome of P. etemininis and its ollies may indicate the

transfer of narrow zones of tho head shield to the glabellar area, and those on tho anterior

marginal fold, of similar belts to tho rim of the .shield ; for tho linos on the latter are not

parallel to the inner but rather to the outer margin ; on that side, also, tho lines aro more

crowded, as though the fold were growing wider and more corapm^t at tho expense of tho

flat area. Whether there was any such process of condensation of the test between tho

periods of moulting or not, it is dear that there was a gradual change in tho proportions

of different parts of the shield during the advance from youth to maturity.

It is remttrka])le that the occipital spine in many of the Saint John forms of the Paradoxi-

des should become redu«^ed, and in some cases should disappear altogether in tho lat«'r stages

of growth. It is present in the younger stages of all the species and varieties, and its gradual

reduction in size accompanies the condensation of tho occipital ring. Originally it appears

to have b(fen of more importance, and perhaps with the ring served as a protection to tho

posterior immature extension of the body of tho trilobite. Spence Bates, who has studied

the early stages of the common shore crab {Carinus mmnas), observed tho appearance of a

prominent dorsal spine in the second zoSa stage of that crustacean. Tho gi- at prominence

of this process at so early a stage of Carinus reminds one of the importance of the occipital

ring and spine in the early stages of the St. John Paradoxides.

Another feature of growth which the examination of the tests of these Cambrian

trilobites has rev«*aled is the rapid changes which occurred during the earlier stages of

growth. Development did not always proceed at a regulated pace. For instance, t.ie

surface of tho dome of the glabella of P. Inmel/atus, Hartt, within the rows of plates, pre-

sents quite a ditforent appearance as regards the surface markings, to that which later

marks the plated slopes of the dome. So also in tho tests of P. acadiais, the 10.9 mm.
size, has many embryonic features that are wanting in tho next size : and the arrest in the

backward movement of the fourth furrow of the glabella of the 16.4 mm. size (if not

earlier) in the variety breviatm (of P. eleminicus) is also significant of an early maturity in

that form, with which other features of this test agree. In the more complete series of

P. eteminuyus, it is plain that the most rapid and vital changss occurred in this species, in

the earliest stages of growth, and that <^he development in the later ones was slower, and

was arrested in one point after another as the trilobite approached maturity. Ilapid

change of form and the earlier stages of growth and development on the lines indicated

above, characterized the Saint John Paradoxides
;
just as is in Sao hirsuta and Olenellus

amphoules corresponding changes in the process of growth fixed the distinguishing features

of those two species.
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ng. 1.-

EXI'LANATION OF PLATE.

TarmloxideK rteminicw, var. hreviatui, flKttcnnl.

" " ihortonoil by prwisure.

" " youiig.

" nurifoiileii, flkttoned.

" " half-grown and flattened.

" '< fry, flattened, magnifled 2 dlam.

typo, flattened by prewuro.

" younger teat, flattened.

" " laterally contracted.

" young, thin imt.

" " magnifled 2 diam.

" fry, .. 4 "

var. ttuUicitut.

" " outline in proflla

" )]uacoeniii», adult.

" " ontline in profile.

" pontiflcalit, flattened, (the right side is Hk.tehod in to corronpond to loft).

<• " right anterior margin of another test.

aeadicun, with anterior margin arched.

" flattened, " ipread.

" young, flattened, magnif. 2 diam.

lamellatut, Hartt, var. loricaiw.

ip., large species, immature,

sp.,
"

left third of cephalic shield. '
'

2.
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